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Abstract: Private railway operators-in J_anan9s9 metropolises have invested in their railway
facilities in order to improve and develop their existing railway network, however, thesl
projects_are not so attractive for-operators because of ttre fare relulations and low elasticity
of the demand which results from their regional monopolistii supply. To explain th'e
behavior of these railway operators, this study proposes bperators' iivestment bihavioral
model (Social Pressure Minimization Investnient Model (SPMin Model)) and verify the
using investment data during past thirty years.

I.INTRODUCTION

Railways have a large share of total passenger transport in Japanese large cities. In these
cities, private se_ctor has a big role in p-assenger railway serviies. The-private companies
manage most or- the network both in length base and passenger volunie base witli little
lmgunj_of subsidy including capital costs. Their commercial based management and
theil efficiency bring huge benefii to whole population and economic activities "in 

the area.

The most significant issue in the railway systems is over-congestion problem in
commuting hours. Although railway operators trave invested in theirTacilities, load factor
in peak time is still high (approximately 8 passengers stand in lm2 on vehicle in the most
congested section). Projects in their railway facilities to improve their level of service is
planned and launched by each private operitor. This means that, in order to solve this
qroblgm, it is needed that railway operators including private ones continue to improve
their level of service, particularly to ielief congestion -in-peak time, by their own de6ision
under commercial based operation scheme.

fn spile of the importance for investment, railway operators in the metropolitan area do not
have large motivation to invest in their existirig lines for improvement because of the
following reasons.

t) @: The improvement of LOS (I-evel Of Service) does not
dir.ectly mean the increase in passengers and profit at least in short term. The
railways. have already occupied a monopolistic share of commuter trips of their own
franchising operation areas for a long time. This means that the demand is
somewhat non-elastic !n ter,ms of the improvement of the existing network.

2) Fare regulatipns: 
-Raising fale fgr improvement projects is not-actually realized for

operators. The fare isregulated 9o_that it can compensate for their sulply cost and
pre-determined reasonable profit ("fair retum"). Operators are not aUte io put the
monopolistic f*" 

"ld, 
as a rule, they can not reserve their profit for investrnent in

advance. [,oan is S"_oqly available hrnd for their projects in principle.
3) froject rifk: Even if their projects are profitable 6nei, operaiors hisitate to launch

large projects because of the difficulty of raising fare aird the risks for delay for
completing projects.
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In Jaoanese metropolitan area, considering that the demand will not increase so much' or

;'tiffi;i,,"";"c;i6 fr**r, railway operators will have less motivation for investrnent in

fi;;- Whai wil 6e 
"ti" 

to push"opirators to invest in $eir projects fol imqpv,tng,thel]

ievel-of-service? To deal wiitt this 
-problem, it is needed to study investment behavror ot

orivate railway op"r"t-r. In this'reason, the authors propoie the basic concept of
il;;;#;;t""i';;;d;t unaer break-even fare regulati6ns-and low deman! elasticity

;l[;J;gglrt t"* *" stroutd develop ttre quality and the quantity of the urtan

railway systems in fuore.

This study models inveshent behavior of urban priv.ate t"il*ilgryiig1t-Il ingf:::E
the original concept under fare regulations and low demand elastlclty market' Kesearcn

items of this paPer are follows.

l) To propose and to formulate the "social Pressure l4lnlmization Investment Model"'' 
fS-p'fr4ii-.o[fl "*pf"i"irg 

op"r"tor.' investment behavior under break-even fare

iegulations and lourdemand elasticity market'
2) To make op"rutori; coJsut-moOels ior the items to explain the actual behavior.

3i i; 
.^v 

ii'O" SpUin model by confirmingioirsistency ,beryeen 
following nro

results; op"rutoiJ U"t *ioit t"p-auced in SPMin modil by theoretical approach,

and observed behaviors of actual operators'

2. DEVELOPMENT OF'SOCIAL PRESSURE MINIMIZATION IIWESTMENT
MODEL (SPMin Model)'

2.1. Basic Scheme of SPMin Model

Considering the market condition shown in chapter l, the authors-propose a concept of
in"ii-mint"U"f,urior ii -urban 

railway op"tat*s as follows' The authors name the

fiif"*i"?"r"Lipt ur 'io"ia n"rr*" Mini.iration Invesment Model (SPMin model)'.

Basic concept of operators' investment behavioral model;
----- soiiaineiirire ivlinimization lnvestrnelt tuoael r*spuirl=mgdet)

We assume tt ot d by.le,vet offare and level-of-

service. Then, railiay operqtors are revealed to social pressure provgea oy

iorliit kinds ;f p;;;eigrii to raise the-ir tevel of utility. In-this situation, railwav

oDerators ar"ri{ti"t-7iitt*"it level, which is reprisented by th9tl level of fare
;";i;;;i-;i-;;;iie, tn such a way that passengers' utility pe,rceived by operatorl is
iiiiirri (i, ;;i;;';;;i, ni iich aiay thdt passe.n[ei's' pressure perceived by

operat or s is minimized) under break-even fare constr aint'

Under fare regulations and a low demand elasticity market.,this kinds' of business are

;;"ili;*;d"d i pittii t"*:i"". In addition, the lrivate rylYaI operators also manage

subsidiary business. ffiJir uUtiaiary business is imlortant for their-manageme-nt !99aus9
i,: #;i#;;';"itl,"-fi" orao oi that from raihiqv business. If thev- make light of

ft;;-t"i""t i" iaitway facitities anA become notorious fir their low service level, theyrrill
lose their confidence ;[ tdt ,"itt tor" their profit from their subsidiary business whic.h

are in competitive market even if the profit from-railway bustness does not de'crease' lnls
;;; rh"t -ui"t^i"i"g-tfr"ir i"pot"ition in railway divisions ^will 

connect to keep-and

id;; th"ir totaf prSni-ana if,"i t"itt make effort to satisfy "social pressure" ftom

railway passengers.

2.2. Basic ConcePt and Valuables

c6C(s,|s);Costfo.rinvestmentincludinginterestofloans(yen/year)" 'C: 
Ihvestment Cost function

ft= F(fo,co,D) ; Fare level per kilometer after investment (yen/km)
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I: Farefunction
u; U, (s ,fl ; Utility of passenger i perceived by operators

U: Perceived Utility function

u--Lo,*u,(s,f) ; Utility of total passengers perceived by operators

where
.r0, .r/ ; Service level before and after improvement projects.

The s is measured in time in this study, therefore, its value gets smaller in
higher LOS.

; Fare level before and after improvement projects.
; Utility of passenger i perceived by operators before and after improvement
projects.

; Travel demand (passenger km).
; Parameter

Now the SPMin model stated above can be written as follows.
Operalors choose their point offare and service, which would be achieved by investment,
where U(s,fl is maximum and where safisrtes fare regulation condition f; F(fo,co,D)
and c; C(s,lso)

2.3. Assumptions of Functions

(a) Basic conditions and assumptions

l) Railway operators plan and launch their projects by themselves.
2) Investrnent which this study deals with is for improvement projects in existing lines.
3) Demand is non-elastic in terms of improvement of existing network.
4) Fund for improvement is operators' revenue only from their fare income.
5) Operators have to keep break-even fare constaint.

(b) Invesment Cost Function; cr: C(slsa)

The cost c is defined as the actual cost for investment which certain operator pays per year.
In this cost function, it is assumed that the cost is proportional to the increase of LOS, and
that marginal cost gets higher as the increase of LOS.

.f 0,.f,
Uin tllil

D
ai

a-ds <o !!ro
^ ^266

(c) Fare Function; fr= F(fo,co,D) (This represents break-even fare regulation.)

equation (3) is derived from equation (1), (2).

dF til ^ d2F rdc
-=--(U -=-->Ua Da a' Da'

(l)

The fare 7 is defined as the fare per passenger kilometer. The cost c is assumed to be
covered by increase of fare.

f, --fo+corD Q)
The author assume that demand is not elastic and assume that o is not changeable. Then

(3)

S ao", not depend onfi therefore, F of different operators can be drawn as parallel
?s

curves for horizontal axis direction (figure 1).

The points on the curves F are the sets in which operators can choose as inveshent points.
In this sence, Fcan be named as "Service-Fare Frontiers" (SFF) ofoperators.
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Figure l. The characteristic of fare function (Service-Fare Frontier)

(d) Perceived Utility Function i u--u(s,fl

The characteristic of utility function is shown in figure 2.

It is assumed that the disutility of passengers increases in proportion to the increase of fare
(for example, the social reluctance to 40Vo fare increase is more than twice of that to 20Vo

increase),-and that the disutility also increases in proportion to the reduction of LOS.
Equation (4) is derived from the assumption shown above.

^-as<o !!<o
dd'

aa2s<o o!.0
^ ^l66

(4)

Assuming that the passengers' requirement to the improvement of LOS per-marginal fare
rise will -increase ii proportion to the fare level, the indifference curves which represent

U(s,fl will be drawn as concaYe to the origin (figure 2)'

s

Figure 2. Indifference curves of U(s,l)

2.4. Operators'Decision for Investment Level under SPMin Model

We will consider fwo operators, Oo and O" at time /,. In figure 3, we draw their SFR
A,A,' and B,B,', and iridifference 

"curves of u. A, ?14 B, represent the points of the
oferltors at tinie r, when operators do not expend at all for investment fr-om time.lr.tor,.
hi ttre SpUin mod6l scheme, the investment point of railway operator on the sy'plain is the
point where er is maximum on its fare-service frontier. That is, investment level achieved
by operator On at time t, is A*, and its service level and fare level are r*, frd fn
respectively.

From the part shown above, behavior of operators can be represented as follows.

Operators located in arbitrary point (s,J) at time to can invest in its facility when
equation (5) is satisfied at t,.
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trl atlal__l <,1
dl,o.o d,ldl,,.r"

And equation (6) is satisJied at the point where investment is done.

_tr =allaa atl6
kr figure 3, the operator locates at B, is not able to invest any more
following condition at r,.

_dF >allaa aJ@

s

9A

fa f-t ft=1*u I
Figure 3. Operators decision for investment level under SPMin model scheme.

In this model , -tr can be called "marginal cost for LOS improvement per passenger lon"
a

and tu16 can be called "Passengers' llillingness-to-Pay perceived by operators". ln
arld

addition, service level s is given in a time unit, therefore, a unit 
" m 

is "value of

time" and dJ lA canbe called 'Passengers' Value of Time which perceived by operators'.
atld

The authors, then, name dJlA as 'Perceived Value of Time' (PVT).
arld

3. INVESTMENT BEHAVIORS THROUGH THEORETICAL APPROACH

This chapter shows various behaviors of railway operators derived from SPMin model on
theoretical base.

3.1 'Perceived Value of Time' at Invested Points

In chapter 2, the authors introduce a concept of passengers' utility perceived by operator.
We can observe "PVT (same as Perceived Willingness-to-Pay for investment)" by
calculating "marginal cost for LOS improvement" at investrnent-launched point because
these two values are same at the point.

(5)

(6)

because of the

(7)

B't

\, ".
a
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Then, if operators behave under SPMin model, and if market situation of operators is not

so different, the following behavior can be observed.

The values of "marginal cost for LOS improvement" at inveslment-launched psints.

haue ltttte differenci between'operators, in other words, 'Perceived Values of Tirye'

ot iru"tt^rii-launched points iave little difference between operators. (behavior I)

From the basic concept of the SPMin model, operators can invest when equation (5) is
iatisnea. If the model is correct, the following bthavior will be observed.

In the case when "marginal costfor Los improvement" is larger than "Perceived

Uatute o7 Time", opera"tors dq ryQ1 invest aiy more, in other words, investment-

laanchid potnt is oh the end of SFF curve. @ehwior 2)

ft-f.t lB-I.n I
Figure 4. The case when investminfpoints are on the end of Service-Fare-Frontier curves

3.2 Investment Behavior in Constant/, and Constant s,

We will discuss the case that there are two operators' On and O", whose levels of fare are

the same f, and whose i"*tr oi service are bifferent. 
'in 

ttris 6ase, invesment points^of

,d;;p;;J,ffi'*";;t *a n,' respectiv-ely (Figure S)^gA maximum fare level after

ir;"ffi;;,i; upp*,ittv y ' 
j*' ihereforl' equ--ations (8) and figure 5'6 are derived'

A 7e:- 7t--fo', f-' -fo =Afo, lA s *Al=ls*/-srl>ls*'-srl ---ll s *81 (8)

f r', f'^ r
Figure 5. Investment points both operators A, B whose fare is constantfr

Figure 6. InvesEnent level launched by operators A' B on J,-r' s, sr-a/plain
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From the part shown abve, the investuent behavior can be derived as follows.

If the present LOS of operators are lower, the operotors will invest-.their proiects
wittt iigher LOS increaie and higher fare inueqse. (behavior3)

We can also discuss the case that there are two operators whose levels of service are the
same .r, and whose levels ot fare are different (FigUre 7). Same as the former case, the

investment behavior can be derived as follows.

If the operators' levels of fare are loyer, the operators will invest their projects
witn tt$tter LOS increase and higher fare inuease. (behnior4)

lu f't fon f'B I
Figure 7. lnvestment points both operators A, B whose LOS is constant s,

3.3 Investment Behavior in Large Scale Project

We will discuss the case when operator invests in a project which needs huge cost. -L Sit
case, the fare function - which is configured by level of fare and LOS - is uneven before

and after investment point. This shou'i the situation that only infraltructure is developed
and fare has already iaised, and service level has not changed yet (figure 8). fh9 poit tt
between B*, and A*, will not be selected by operators as a investment launched points

because equation (5) is not satisfied on the range.

From the part shown above, the investment behavior can be said as follows.

Possible investment domqin (Service-Fare-Frontier) has a gap on the fare
function when operators inveist in infrastructure with large amount of cost.
(behavior5)

Figure 8. Investment behavior in large scale project

s

',l
al

s18

sr,{

B'r
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If operators are permitted to raise their fare to reserve 
-their-profit 

for larg-e project in
advince, Service^-Fare-Frontier can be shown at figure 9 and operators will behave as

follows.

In the case when operators can raise their fare to save funds for investment in
advance and, from this reason, can restrain the margin of fare increase at
investment coipletion point, operqtors can invest easily.

raise by puning aside for invesunent

Figure 9. Investment behavior under fare pre-raising rule

4. CALCULATION OF SERVICE-FARE FRONTIERS

4.1. Structure of the Cost Sub-Models

The main objective of this modeling is to calculate level of fare from LOS data for the
purpose of ialculating SFF of raihvay operators. In order to be able to derive the
itroirtiers, the cost moiiels are formulated to use only data which are controlable valuables
of operators. The main input of the whole system is .a 'targeted_service levels' of
operitors and the output is a level of fare per passenger kilometer. The structure of the
models is shown in figure 10.

/ s : Targeted Levet ofService ,' Vehicle kn, Capacity in peak time /

fi;kriro.rt. ---7
/ x*t", or so,i* ",/

/ Lou Coditims
/ Prcvious Liability I

covcmmcnhl sumn sv3EE dc. /

@or

@
*r*- C"r, S,,b-r"d"D (@C"pt*l C*t S,rb."d"l

---
.[J6-"-"jl**tt"" C"rr l l Annual Deprcciation and

- 

t InterutExpenss

Amual Dcmud

/: Cost per passenger km (=p"". per km)

Figure I l. Structure of cost sub-models

This system has three main sub-models shown as follows.
(a) Investment Cost Sub-model

Jourual ollhc Eastern Asia Society tirr Tratnportation Studics, Vrl.3, No.4' September, 1999
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Main input : Supplied level of service at time t, which is planed at time ,r.
Ouput : Operator's total invesfinent cost which is needed from l, to /,.

(b) Operation Cost Sub-models
Main input : Supplied level of service at t.

Operator's fundamental operational data (track km etc.) at r.
Output : Operator's annual expenses for railway operation at /.

(c) Capital Cost Sub-models
Main input : Operator's total expenses for inveshent before ,.

Loan condition ,accounting rules etc..
Ouput : Operator's annual expenses for depreciation and interest expenses at r.

4.2 Formulation and Estimation of the Cost Sub-Models

(a) Investrnent Cost Sub-models

These sub-models cover investment cost which is directly connected to the projects
contribute to improvement of the quality in existing lines. The reason is that this research
focuses mainly on the market where the demand is non-elastic. Investment for safety and
construction of new lines are not included in this model.

Investment cost K is formulated and estimated as follows. The data used for model
estimation are of 6 major private operators in Tokyo and Osaka from 1967 to 1992.

K:Kv +Kr (9)

Kv : r u/r,* I 5 i. 5 * [Nv( )- Nv(t )J
Kr :e0.e8t0. NpH_ Np(tilot,,t. ,o:re . lvlcm/ l)orotr. rrp?,[,,,")

Unit: million yanl(t, -t) (1996 price)
where

(v: Investrnent cost for rolling stocks from t0 to t,. (Replaced vehicles are not
included)
r(r: Investment cost for ffiastnrcture from r, to I,.

Nv : Number of rolling stocks, r"(t) :Yehicle price index (1996=1.0)
r,(t ,) :Consumer's price index (1996=1.0)
litp' :Capacity in peak hour in the busiest section (rcrsons per hour)
Vkm:Yehicle kilometers (10 thousand kilometers per year)
/ : Operation kilometers, N,,," :Numbers of 4 track sections

(b) Operation Cost Sub-models

Operation cost C is formulated as the sum of the following five cost items. The costs are
forrnulated and estimated as follows. The data used for model estimation are of 12 major
private operators in Tokyo and Osaka from 1967 to 1997.

(10)c:cftcv+cd+Ce+cm
(y : ,-t2oz, to't'tts. (vkm / Lf ottz

(y : e-.t.3t8. Nvt.osaq. (Vlon / Nv)0r&s2

(Track maintenance cost)
(Vehicle maintenance cost)

cd : r/r, ' e-3 
t2r6' 

71r*o'%sa' (km / Tkmlooz:a (Driving cost)

Ce : r"/r,' r'att' ylr r tzt' 
11*19 7 tr1t11-sstc (Powercostforvehicles)

cm = r1,' e'"t'' 1Np / Ns005568' Ns/ 032 (Management cost)
where

I: Track kilometers(km), Tkm: Train kilometers (10 thousand km per year)
Np: Number of passengers (10 thousand persons per year), rr: Personal cost
in:dex (1996=L0) , Nsr: Number of stations, r" :Electric cost index (1996=1.0)
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Estimated investment cost (100 million ycn / 5years) Estimated operaring cost (100 million yerVycar)

1500

1000

0 500 1000 1500

Actual investment cost (100 million yen/Sycars)
(1996 Price)

Figure 11. Fitness of Invesment cost model.

o o-zoo 4oo 600 8oo I'mo l'2oo

Actuat op€rating c"., ,r* _,o,ilJr"urJ,.f:i

Figure 12. Fitness of Operation cost model.

(c) Capital Cost Sub-models

a) Depreciation
dr"ritor't annual depreciation is calculated by following assumption'

All expensis for investuent are subject to- depreciation' .. Expenies for inveshent are {epreciated from-the-y_ear when the expenses occur.
. Ali expenses are depreciated by constant rate for 30 years'

Then, depreciatibn can be caliulated. ihe fitness of them are shown in figure 13.

b) Interest expenses
iip".utor'r amual interest expenses are calculated by. following.assumption'

The amount of loairs borrowed at time r is assumed to be equal to investment

expenditure minus depreciation and deposit.
. Thi loans are assumed to rePay by actual loan systems and-rules'
. Interest expenses at time r is a sirm of the interests which originated from past

borrowings
Then, annual intereit expenses can be calculated. The fitness is shown in figure 14'

100 million yen (current)

300

250

200

150

100

50

0

Figure 13. Fitness (annual depreciation)
(example; Tobu railwaY )

100 million yen (current)

200
180
160
140

120
r00
80
60
40
20

0

Figure 14. Fitness(annual interest expenses)

(example; Tobu railwaY)

€\o\o\o\oro=9-€FHSXBxSS EF5566$s
year year
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4.3 Calculation of Operators' Seruice-Fere Frontiers

We define level of fare and LOS for calculation of Service-Fare Frontiers.

1) kvel of Fare
We define operator's fare level as follows.

Fare level: The sum ofannual operation cost (derivedfrom Operation cost sub-
model) and annual capital cost (derivedfrom Capital cost sub-model) divided by
total passenger kilometers. (unit: yen/passenger/km)

2) l*velof Service
We define operator's service level as follows.

Level olservice: 'Congestion disutility index' derivedfrom average loadfactor at the
busiest section during peak one hour.

Congestion disutility index is calculated by equation ( 1 I ). (Shida, et al. 1 989)

s =o.otxlexp(t.oz x n)- tl (ll)
S: service level (congestion disutility index per one minute ride) R: load factor

5. VERIFICATION OF'SPMIN MODEL'

5.1 Perceived Value of Time at Invested Points in Actual Situation (Verification 3.13.3)

In this section, the authors calculated SFF of 9 of 13 major private operators in Tokyo and

Osaka f,rom 1972to l992by using the Cost Sub-models.

Figure 15 shows the Perceived Value of Time at the points where operators invested for
improving LOS for their existing lines.

PVT (yen/minutes)
20_
l8
l6
t4
t2
l0
8

6

A

&
ti

9--n__
r oa
,i3
 -
a

r Keisei
o Keio
r Tokyu
o Keikyu
tr Kintetsu
- Keihan
- Seibu
e Odakyu

^ Hankyu

4
)
0

Figure 15. Perceived Values of Time of 9 operators at investment-launched points

In figure 15, most of the values of PVT are within the range fto- ? yen/min to. 8 yer/. min.
Coniider that the time-value of inter-city transport is said to more than 15 yen / min, it can

be said that the PVT of the urban railway have little difference between operators in lower
range of value comparing with inter-city transport. This result is same as the behavior by
theoretical derivation n3.l (behavior l).

The figure 16 shows the example of calculation of SFF (Service-Fare Frontier). The
curveJshow the SFF in that year and the points show the investment launched-point
in that year. In figure 16, the investment point in 1987 is pointed at the end of SFF.

This m-eans that this operator did not invest in project for improvement of existing

r972 1977 1982 1987 1992 Yeu
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lines. In addition, the value of marginal cost for investment in 1987 is the highestof
all investment point of this operaior. This behavior !3n qe explained that the

operator did not invest in the year because all PVT on SFF is less than the mgg-ilal
c6st of investrnent. This is the same as behavior 2 which is derived from SPMin
model.

Level of Service
(Congestion disutility index)

3

2.8

2.6

2.4

2.2

2

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

I
Fare level (yenftm)
(1996 price)9.07.0

Figure 16. Service-Fare Frontiers and PVT at invesment launched points .

(Example: Keihan Electric Railway)

In figure 16, the SFF in l972has a gap because of the realization of four tracldng-projects.

The 
"investment behavior n L972 can be explained that the operator invested,in tttg points

where the PVT line contacted to the fare function curve which also contacted to the point
before launching four tracking projects. And so, it can be sai{$at the range on the fare

function which ire located belrieei the points contacted by PVT line were not selectedty
the operators. This behavior is the same as which is showed in section 3.3 and tttis
proposition is demonstrated in this section.

5.2 Trends of the Relation between Fare Level and Service Level (Verification 3.2)

The authors collect data and calculate level of service and level of fare defined in the previous

chapter in the case of 12 major private operators in Tokyo-and 9taf up1.fum 1962 to 1992.

Io order to verify the 'behavior'by ttreoretical derivation, the following indices are applied.

(i) .S, ; Level of service in operator I at time t. (t:92,87,82,77,72'67)

(tl) f', ; Fare level in operator i at time t. (t:92,87,82,77,72,67)
(Converted to Price in 1996)

1iri)A f', ; The amount of fare increase during 5 years in operator i at time ,.

a .f" = f u -.f , (t=92,87,82,77,72,67) (converted to Price in 1996)

(iv)/ S, ; The difference of 'level of service' during 5 years.

a s, = su, - s, (t:92'87'82'77'72'67)
The authors plot these indices in figures 17 to 20.

Investment point
and SFF

-D- 1972

+ 1982

r- 1987
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( ): Marginal cost
at investment point
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Figure 17. Previous LOS and fare increase.
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Figure 19. Previous fare and fare increase. Figure20. Previous fare and difference of L,OS

Figure 17 and 18 show the upper limit lines where projects have been launched. The lower
the I,OS before inveshent is, the higher the maximum fare increase is, and so is maximum
increase of L,OS. This result is same as the behavior by theoretical derivation in 3.2
(behovior 3) md ttre temitory of inveshent in figure 6 is same as that in figure 16,17.
Therefore, the behovior 3 lur,3.2 is demonstrated in this section.

Figure 19 and 20 also show the upper limit lines where projects have been launched. The
lower the fare level before investrnent is, the higher the fare increase and the increase of L,OS
is, and so is maximum increase of L,OS. This result is same as the behavior by theoretical
derivation rn3.2 (behavior 4)."Iherefore,the behovior 4 lol.3.2 is demonstrated in tris section.

6. SUMMARIES

This study focused on the behavior ofrailway operators in Japanese large cities about their
investment. The authors propose a concept of inveshent behavior model of railway
operators which have monopolistic market under the break-even fare regulation (Social
Pressiue Minimization Investment Model). And the authors explain the behavior of the
operators by theoretical approach from modeling and analysis of real operators' data of
inveshent.

Then, from theoretical and empirical approaches (in chapter 3 and chapter 4,5 respectively),
following behavior can be explained and observed.

a.i
.*

!.
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1) The values of "marginal cost for LOS improvement" at invesment-launched
points have little difference between operators, in other words, 'Perceived Values
of Time' at investnent-launched points have little difference between operators.

2) The case when "marginal cost for LOS impmvement" is larger than '?erceived
Value of Time", operators do not invest any more, in other words, invesment-
launched point is on the end of SFF curve.

3) If railway operators' present LOS are lower, the operators will invest their projects
wittr higher [,OS increase and higho fare increase.

4) If railway operators' present levels of fare are lower, ttre operators will invest their
projects with higher t OS increase and higher fare increase

5) Possible investment domain (Service-Fare-Frontier) has a gap on the fare function
when operators invest in infrastmcture with large amount of cost.
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